THE MCCALEN SOCIETY
is a community of generous alumni, benefactors, and friends who demonstrate their commitment to the values of St. Vincent de Paul by including St. John’s University in their estate plans. It was named in honor of Rev. Thomas J. McCallen, C.M., whose vision helped St. John’s relocate to Queens, NY in 1955.

The Society’s planned gifts fund scholarships, programs, and initiatives as well as University enhancements and facility upgrades needed to ensure student success. For members, the benefits are academic, cultural, and social. Members are invited to an exclusive annual luncheon hosted by Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P., President of St. John’s University. In addition, the members are invited to exciting off-campus events.
Dear Member,
I normally write a reflection on the past year. However, in light of the stresses of the pandemic, it is best to look forward to what lies ahead. Please be assured that St. John’s University certainly appreciates your support and generosity during this past year.

At St. John’s, we are hopeful for our future with the appointment of our eighteenth president, Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P, Ph.D. Father Shanley brings 15 years of presidential experience. During Fr. Shanley’s tenure at Providence College, he was widely credited with making substantial improvements to campus facilities and student services, hiring large numbers of new faculty, diversifying the student body, and strengthening the college’s national profile in academics and athletics. He is already being proactive by meeting with alumni and donors in the tri-state area as well as meeting the members of The McCallen Society at the Annual McCallen Society Recognition Luncheon which took place in September.

In September 2024, St. John’s will be adding a new Health Sciences Center (HSC) that will transform the learning and landscape of the campus. The HSC will allow St. John’s to educate our future caregivers at a time where the focus is shifting to opportunities in healthcare.

As an indication of more positive news, our students will be returning to class in person and fully vaccinated. The student body will be able to resume their normal college life and create cherished college memories. Please pray for their health, safety, and good grades.

The theme for this year’s Impact Report is Today’s Dream, Tomorrow’s Legacy. St. John’s is rightfully hopeful for its future, and as you look at the cover of this report, you will see how far we have come thanks to the generosity of the members of The McCallen Society. This dynamic group of supporters has provided tremendous resources for our students and the St. John’s community at large. All of us at the University are truly grateful for your leadership, loyalty, and philanthropy.

I am hopeful our McCallen membership will continue to grow because of your incredible demonstration of love and benevolence for your alma mater. I ask that you assist me in recruiting your fellow classmates to join this outstanding society, for which you will receive the honor of being named McCallen Ambassador. I thank all of our McCallen Ambassadors for their school spirit!

I look forward to spending happier times with you in person at the many special events that are planned for the 2021-2022 academic year. Till then, your St. John’s family will be praying for the safety and health of you and your loved ones.

Warm regards,

Susan M. Damiani ’87CBA

‘All of us at the University are truly grateful for your leadership, loyalty, and philanthropy.’
There are **60** individuals on the Board of Trustees, Board of Governors and in the Founders Society who are McCallen Society members.

*This reflects Board Emeritus members.*

There are **760** McCallen Society Members.

In 2020-21, The McCallen Society contributed **$9,281,003** to St. John’s University.

**THE MCCALLEN SOCIETY REPORT CARD**
57 McCallens are endowed scholarship grantors. Their gifts totaled $8,713,883.
O HEAVENLY FATHER,

We are forever in debt to you. Without your love, mercy, and direction, we would be lost. Help us all to continue to live as disciples of Christ and making this world a better place. Give us the strength and courage to continue to do so. We thank you for all the blessings we have received, and for those to come. Watch over us and protect us. May we live in Christ’s name, Amen.

Prayer from Jason Wright, St. John’s College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Class of 2023 at The McCallen Society Recognition Mass and Luncheon
For Jason Wright, St. John’s College, Class of 2023, the decision to attend St. John’s University was never a foregone conclusion. As someone who had been educated within the Catholic schools system his entire life, his religious attachments were important, and he wanted to continue his education at a Catholic university. He also wanted to be geographically close to New York City, and although he didn’t hear about St. John’s until his senior year in high school, once he visited the campus he was convinced that the University was the place for him.

“Visiting St. John’s was my last of several college visits that week. I was tired and I really didn’t want to be there. But as soon as I arrived I immediately felt the warmth and welcoming attitude of everyone I met. The atmosphere was so special, that it immediately felt like home from the first second that I got onto the campus. That’s all it took.”

Right from the start, Jason got involved with the life of the campus. In addition to exploring research opportunities available to him as a Psychology major, for the past two years he has worked as a student aide in the Office of Gift Planning, a position which has allowed him to participate in the many initiatives and activities that are available to the alumni who have made or are considering making planned gifts to the University. It has also given him an opportunity to meet many of the generous donors who have reached out to make a difference for deserving students like him.

“Working in the Office of Gift Planning has opened my eyes to how important St. John’s is to the alumni who have gone before us. They do so much for us as students, and I’ve come to realize that we, the current students, are allowed to have dreams because of our alumni.”

When Jason hears the stories of the University’s donors, many from the individuals themselves, he is both moved and motivated by their nearly universal theme that were it not for St. John’s, these dynamic and successful individuals would not be whom they are today, neither personally nor professionally. As a scholarship student himself, hearing those stories and meeting those donors makes him want to give something back to the next generation.

“There’s a domino effect involved, and by helping one person, that person helps another person, and it moves along like that,” he noted. “We’re all a family at St. John’s, and like all good families we help each other. I intend to be a part of that when I have the resources to do so. The Vincentian mission of making a difference for others is something I absolutely believe in and cherish. I will always try to do whatever I can to bring out the best in people and I’ll continually strive to make this world a better place, one day at a time. That’s the St. John’s way, and it’s also my way.”
POWER HOUR SERIES

In light of the pandemic, the Office of Gift Planning is determined to keep our McCallen family safe and connected while living through these challenging times. The creation of the Power Hour Series is one powerful way to provide comfort, support, and companionship to our McCallen Society members. The series covered an array of topics which are relevant and newsworthy. The recordings are housed on the Gift Planning YouTube Channel; For more information visit www.stjohns.edu/powerhour.

This past year, every Tuesday at 1 p.m., we all came together to learn and share ideas in friendship. We witnessed the generosity and love of our alumni and neighbors who came to our aid as guest speakers and shared their expertise with our St. John’s family. Our heartfelt thanks to our speakers who enabled us to ‘Power Up!’ We lived, we laughed, and we loved – one step at a time while living out the Vincentian mission.

“I enjoy Josephine’s classes very much. She has been an exercise instructor for over 40 years and takes the time to fit the exercises to the class needs. In most cases she gives several ways to do the exercise so anyone can participate.”

—Clare M. Byrne ’76C, ’80MBA, ’06MLS, ’12APC McCallen Society Member

ART AND LIFESTYLE - 12 POWER HOURS

Speakers included 7 faculty members and 9 alumni

Faculty/Admin
Prof. Antoinette Collarini-Schlossberg
Owen Duffy, Ph.D.
Alyse Hennig ’11MLS, ’16G
A. Andrea Licari-LaGrassa, D.P.S. ’72CBA, ’73MBA
Prof. Nicole Mussenden
Susie J. Pak, Ph.D.
Susan Rosenberg, Ph.D.

Alumni
Erin K. Cusack-Jones ’88SVC
Elizabeth F. De Feis ’56UC, ’58L, ’84HON
Richard J. Feil ’99MBA
Gerard Fernandez, Jr. ’50L
Alina Gainetdinova ‘18G
Gloria F. Henn ’64Ed, ’65GEd
Norman V. Jardine ’69C, ’73MBA
Dr. Elizabeth A. Mulvihill ’62Ed
Geraldine Ruggieri DiPersia ’65Ed, ’67GEd

FINANCE, ESTATE PLANNING, AND RETIREMENT - 6 POWER HOURS

Speakers included 4 alumni

Alumni
John Ceparano ‘85CBA
Sara Finkelstein ‘87CBA
Donna Furey, Esq. ’01L
Robery B. Moy, Esq. ‘88L
FITNESS, HEALTH AND WELLNESS - 35 POWER HOURS
Speakers included 5 faculty members, and 2 alumni

Faculty
Christopher Bazinet, Ph.D.
Nicole Bradley, PharmD, BCPS, BCIDP
Harlem J. Gunness, Ph.D., MPH
Yuman (Yumi) Lee
Stacey Singer-Leshinsky MS Ed, RPAC

Alumni
Matthew Kirschenheiter ‘21Ed
Caitlin Winkler, LMHC, NCC

RELIGION, POLITICS, AND ATHLETICS - 3 POWER HOURS
Speakers included 3 faculty members and 1 alumni

Faculty/Admin
Mike Cragg
Jeremy V. Cruz, Ph.D.
Diane J. Heith, Ph.D.

Alumni
Fr. Kareem R. Smith ‘12C

TRAVEL AND FOOD - 8 POWER HOURS
Speakers included 3 faculty/administrator and 5 alumni

Faculty/Administrator
Gregory Bruhn
Douglas Cantelmo ‘10C, ‘14G
April Merenda ‘13CPS Leadership Masters

Alumni
Paula Caruso Annarumma ‘83CBA
George Kurth ‘87SVC

Martin Whelan ‘84CBA
Natasha Williams ‘99CBA, ‘03MBA
Sally Xu-Plants ‘94G, ‘97MBA

SEMINARS AND PANELS - 3 POWER HOURS
Speakers included 2 faculty and 15 alumni

Faculty
John P. Clarke, ‘55CBA, ‘57L
Barbara Cozza, Ph.D.

Alumni
Crystal Andrews Banks ‘04CPS, ‘05G
Micaela Brown ‘06G
Paula Caruso Annarumma ‘83CBA
John Ceparano ‘85CBA
Jennifer Daniel ‘07TCB
Rose M. Elefante, Esq. ‘96L
Donna Furey, Esq.’01L
Andreia Gibau ‘18CPS
Kathleen McGovern ‘88CBA, ‘91L
Teresa A. Mason, Esq. ‘79SVC, ‘02HON
Barbara Perry ‘76NDC
Charlene Prounis ‘89MBA
Linda Sanford ‘74Ed, ‘98HON
Patricia A. Shea ‘62Ed

TOTAL REFLECTS FISCAL YEAR 2020-21
67 POWER HOURS
THE MCCALLEN SOCIETY HONOR ROLL OF DONORS

Paul J. Abbate ’49L †
Frederick (’65CBA) and Joetta Abbazio
Emmet J. (’58L) † and K. Carroll Agoglia
John L. (’36CBA) † and Irene R. Ahearn
Robert A. (’58CBA) † and Arilla Aherne
Anthony R. Aiello ’41CBA †
Horace (’60CBA) † and Maria Albergo
Msgr. John A. Alessandro ’94L †
Lucas J. (’55CBA) and Barbara Amato
Geraldine DiSalvo Amoscato ’43UC †
Michael E. Anglin ’70CBA, ’79MBA
Joseph M. Antonucci, Ph.D. ’53UC †
and Judy Antonucci †
Jane Armstrong ’51UC †
Gary M. (’65C, ’67G) and Janet Aron
Patricia Astor †
Mary E. Atwill †
James E. Audino †
Bernard J. (’53C, ’58L) † and Frances Babb
Carolyn S. Bach ’68PD †
Nicholas A. (’52CBA) † and Jean Baglivi
Donald V. Balisterri ’41C, ’48L †
Catherine R. Ballarene ’45NDC †
Samuel Balloff †
Charles T. (’55C) and Judy Barnes †
Rev. Msgr. Anthony J. Barretta ’43C †
Andrew J. Bartlucci, Ph.D. ’44P, ’98HON
Judith M. Bartley ’61Ed, ’63GED
Patricia L. Bean ’80CBA, ’88MBA
Lilia M. Beauchamp ’53UC †
Norma Beck, Ph.D. ’67Ph.D
Harry R. (’67CBA, ’70MBA) and Vanna Beeth
John T. Bell ’56C †
Altagrace Belmar, M.D. ’89C † and Donald Frankle
Jerome Belson, Esq. ’48L, ’80HON †
and Maxine Belson ’98HON †
John R. Bender ’86SVC, ’88CBA
Frank J. Bennardo ’64L †
Arthur T. Bent ’54CBA †
Bruce R. (’61CBA, ’79HON) †
and Nancy A. Bent ’06Ph.D.
Theresa (’60Ed) †
and John A. Bianchi, Jr. ’64C, ’69GED †
John Kuhn Bleimaior ’75L
Frank J. (’58C, ’61L) and Mary Ellen Bonet ’61Ed †
George F. (’59L, ’62O) † and Irma Boser
Margaret M. Bott, Ph.D. ’52UC †
Ruth Botwin †
Francis Boucher ’55UC †
Sally A. Brady Boyer ’66Ed and Jonathan Boyer †
Michael J. Brady ’86C
Ross M. Branca ’74L †
Nicholas C. Braun ’58CBA
Madeleine D. Brennan ’73PD †
Delores B. Breteron ’59NEd †
William J. Brewster ’48C †
Arlene C. Britton ’49CBA
Gregory T. Bordbeck, ’68C
Ellen Brown ’63Ed
John A. Brown ’64C
Lee Adams Brown ’72C †
Thomas J. Browne ’57CBA
Helen F. Bryan †
John J. Budway ’67C
Thomas J. (’74C) and Gail Bundred
Katherine M. Burke ’51NEd
Thomas G. (’68C, ’71G) †
and Alice C. Burke ’75C, ’77G †
Mildred A. Butler ’61NEd, ’74GED
Clare M. Byrne ’76C, ’80MBA, ’06MLS, ’12APC
Wendie P. (’79P) and Dennis Cadle
Ann M. Cafferty ’66CBA, ’81MBA †
Mary J. Calabro †
Natale P. (’72SVC) and Ellen Calamis
Daniel F. Callahan ’41C, ’48L †
Dominic A. (’64C) and Catherine A. Camera ’65CBA
Salvatore R. (’80CBA) and Alice Campofranco
Austen D. (’55C, ’59L) and Nancy Canade
Dr. Francis (’65C, ’67G) and Karen Cano ’66Ed
Dr. Michael F. Capobianco †
John ”Jack” H. Carew, Jr. ’59C, ’00HON
and Barbara A. Carew
Sharon Carey ’72GED, ’72GED
Guy P. (’52C, ’56L) † and Joan M. Cargulia ’82GED †
Josephine M. Carles ’84CBA, ’94MBA
Lou ’50C, ’60GED, ’00HON) and Mary Carnesecca
Michael G. (’76NDC) and Nancy Carroll
Raymond J. Caron ’69CBA
Arthur J. Carter ’61C
Timothy H. Chad, Ph.D.
Dorothy M. Casey ’69GED †
Mary Diers Cassai, Ph.D. ’60Ed, ’65G †
Hon. P. Kevin Castel ’72SVC, ’75L, ’04HON
Patricia A. McLenon Castel ’74Ed, ’77L, ’04HON
Irene Catalan †
Anthony S. Cavalieri ’68CBA
John J. Ceparano ’85CBA
and Maryann Arnold Ceparano ’85CBA
Monica Chang, Ph.D.
Richard F. (’84HON) † and Therese Chapdelaine
Lillian DeAngelis Chimenti ’58UC
James W. (’70CBA, ’10HON) and Eileen Christmas
Lawrence C. Clark ’73P †
Diane Destefanis Clarke ’61UC
Prof. John P. Clarke ’55CBA, ’57L
Joseph B. Cleary, M.D. ’69C
Ambrose A. Clegg, Jr., Ph.D. ’50C †
Rosemary Clemens ’66UC
Daniel Clivner ’88L
Elizabeth T. Clougher †
Florence Cocino
Margaret M. Coleman ’54NDC †
William L. (’76C, ’12HON) and Lesley H. Collins ’83SVC
Mary A. Conlon ’69Ed
Lillian Connelly
James Gerard Connelly ’67G, ’69Ph.D.
Hon. James P. Connors, Jr. ’53L †
Martin E. Conroy ’43C †
Thomas E. Constance ’64L
Harry T. Constas ’51L †
Hon. Peter J. (’56L) † and Victoria Costigan
James Costa ’06CPS
Robert D. Cote ’10C
Arthur Covello ’52C †
Lorraine Coyle ’80L
Theodore J. Crausway ’50CBA †
Robert J. Crimmins ’64UC, ’92HON †
and Judy Crimmins
Benjamin E. Criso ’40C †
Jason G. Croft
Tracy Ann Croft
Henry Cron ’29L †
Wendell Cruz ’91SVC and Mary Lynne Frey
Josephine Cuicca ’45L
Thomas Cutie ’62UC
Susan M. Damiani ’87CBA
Joan M. D’Andrea ’80SVC, ’82MLS
Leon R. DaSilva ’99HON †
Patricia Goodwin David ’49UC †
Steven David †
Muriel G. Davidson †
Helen M. DeLuise ’55UC †
E. Lawrence Deckinger, Ph.D. ’96HON †
Elizabeth F. De Feis ’56UC, ’58L, ’84HON
Margaret F. DelBargo ’75NDC
John P. (’59L) and Hope P. Della Ratta
Hon. Joseph R. DeMigliio ’54L †
James H. (’53C, ’84HON) † and Dorothy DeNaked
Annette DeNunzio †
Eleanor E. Deschner ’49NDC †
Katherine Ronald Devonshire ’59UC, ’64G
Joan L. Dickie ’54UC
Lori Lee Dickson ’91L
Edward P. DiDonato ’62CBA †
Petra DiGangi ’91MA
Adriana Grace Dino ’02TCB
Geraldine Ruggieri DiPersia ’65Ed, ’67GED
and Carmen DiPersia
Judith DiSiena-Gawel ’49UC
Hon. Cosmo J. ('51UC, '53L) and Marie T. DiTucci
Robert J. ('29L, '69HON) and Margaret Dixson
Edward M. ('52C) and Eleanor A. Doda
Dr. Grace M. Dondero ’70Ed, ’71GEd
Jerry Donegan
Barbara ('79C, '81G) and Kevin J. Donnellan ’79C, '81G
June F. Donnelly, M.D. ’54UC
Elizabeth ('63Ed) and Thomas J. Donohue ’63C, '85HON
Andrew P. ('50L) and Mary Donovan
Thomas F. ('55C, '86HON) and Elizabeth Donovan
John G. Dowd ’53L, ’95HON
George A. ('38C) and Theresa Doyle
John F. Doyle ’81CBA, '12CERT, '17Ed.D. and Merl N. McFarlane-Doyle ’89CBA
Dr. Robert E. and Madeleine Doyle
Robert E. Driscoll ’52CBA
Dr. Margaret M. Duggan ’58UC
William Duggan, Jr. ’58CBA and Mary Duggan
Richard L. ('89C) and Jane Dunning
Joseph M. ('56C, '58G) and Rosemarie Dvorak
Patricia Moane Dwyer ’51Ed, ’68GEd
Lee D. Eisenberg, M.D., MPH, FACS ’67C
Robert E. Elliott ’60C
Hilda K. Emerson
Toni M. Emery ’70G
Joseph V. Etzel ’88P, ’90Pharm.D.
Robert Evangelista ’63CBA, ’70MBA
Joseph O. Giaimo ’59CBA, ’61L, ’86HON
Joseph A. Giacalone, Ph.D. ’62MBA
Robert T. ('64C, '67L) and Thelma Gerken
Joseph A. Giacalone, Ph.D. ’62MBA and Marianne V. Giacalone ’78CBA, ’86GEd
Joseph O. Giaimo ’59CBA, ’61L, ’86HON and Kathleen Giaimo
Hon. Joseph F. Gibbons ’51L
Robert E. Genirs ’61CBA and Corrine Sloan
James Gentilcore ’62CBA
Sally Gerity
Robert T. ('64C, '67L) and Thelma Gerken
Joseph A. Giacalone, Ph.D. ’62MBA and Marianne V. Giacalone ’78CBA, ’86GEd
Joseph O. Giaimo ’59CBA, ’61L, ’86HON and Kathleen Giaimo
Hon. Joseph F. Gibbons ’51L
Patrick V. ('53C, '58L) and Irene R. Gibbons ’57Ed, ’58GEd
Joan A. Gitschier
Anita S. Gilligan
Patricia M. Gilmartin ’56NDC
Gary J. Glueckert ’74CBA
Aldona M. Gobuzas ’50NDC
Paul A. ('60CBA, '63L) and Loretta Golinski
Stephen ('82SVC) and Karen M. Gold
Edwin T. Gourley ’71L
Alexander W. Gotta, M.D. ’56C and Colleen Gotta
Rev. Walter F. Graham, C.M. ’64GEd
Loretta Greaney Miller ’68Ed
Claude V. Greco, Ph.D.
G. Joseph ('49P) and Mary Gregory
Elizabeth Griffin ’56UC
Shirley A. Griggs, Ed.D. ’08HON
Patricia Guckert
Sally Guerard ’52C
Arthur H. ('53CBA) and Anne Gunnels
Robert F. Gurnee ’55CBA, ’87HON
Katherine Glover Hand ’49UC
Robert P. Handal ’57CBA, ’69MBA
Donald E. Hannigan ’57L
Donald W. (60CBA) and Gail Hanley
Richard J. Haray ’78C, ’81G
Frederick J. Harmon
James J. Harold, Jr. ’64CBA and Peggy Harold
J. Timothy Harrington ’64CBA
Patricia V. Harris ’49NEd, ’57GNEd
Alfred L. Harston ’52L
Robert V. Hatcher, Jr.
Bernadette Hattenbrun
John W. Hayes ’42C
Matthew J. Hayes, M.D., Ph.D. ’57C and Mary Beth Hayes, J.D.
Joan C. Heaney-Hunter, Ph.D. ’78C, ’81G and Gregory S. Hunter
Dr. J. Jean Hecht
Gloria F. Henn ’64Ed, ’65GEd
Andrea and John Hennessy
Jo-Ann ('06CPS) and Michael D. Henry
Sr. Beryl F. Herdt, O.P. ’67Ph.D.
Stephen G. (’66CBA, ’71MBA) and Barbara A. Hoffmann
John J. (’50UC, ’54L) and Patricia M. Howard ’62GEd
Jo Ann T. Sicignano-Howard ’74NDC and James Brennan
Warren C. (’43CBA) and Ann Hyer
Elizabeth P. Hyland
Helene M. Hyland ’68Ed, ’73GEd, ’82PD
Muriel Anne Hyland ’55UC
Dr. Robert M. (’76C, ’79G) and Karen M. Ianniello
Dorothy J. Iiijic ’87CBA, ’90MBA
Eleanor Rom Irish ’68Ed
James M. Irwin ’58P
Joseph (’65CBA) and Susan Isolano
William J. Janetschek ’84CBA, ’17HON
Jerome Joffe, Ph.D.
Rev. Msgr. Edward W. Jolley ’34C
Erin K. Cusack-Jones ’88SVC and Todd Jones
Marjorie L. Jones and Robert Jones, Ph.D. ’68C
Jeffrey M. Kalenka ’87C and Phyllissann Polizzi Kalenka ’87C
Ellen F. Kalhaus ’56UC
Elaine Trapani Kane ’67Ed
Helga Reissner Karker ’49UC
Edward Kasinec ’66UC
Robert J. Fuentes, Pharm.D. ’77P and Olga Fuentes
Carmencita Quesad-Fulgado, Ph.D. and Leonardo Fulgado, M.D.
Rudolph H. (’66CBA, ’69L) and Frances H. Funke
Patricia M. (’72Ed) and Peter Gaal
Virginia J. Galizia ’70P, ’75GP
John Gallagher ’89SVC
Virginia Mulcahy Gallagher ’46NDC
Hon. Thomas B. Galligan ’50L
Gene F. (’58CBA) and Rosalie M. Gallo ’62Ed
Mary Jane Gannon
Louis Gao ’91CBA
Gerard B. Geis ’53C, ’61GEd
Aurelio S. (’47CBA) and Theresa Frawley Gelardi ’51CBA
Robert E. Genirs ’61CBA and Corrine Sloan
James Gentilcore ’62CBA
Sally Gerity
Robert T. (’64C, ’67L) and Thelma Gerken
Joseph A. Giacalone, Ph.D. ’62MBA and Marianne V. Giacalone ’78CBA, ’86GEd
Joseph O. Giaimo ’59CBA, ’61L, ’86HON and Kathleen Giaimo
Hon. Joseph F. Gibbons ’51L
Patrick V. (’53C, ’58L) and Irene R. Gibbons ’57Ed, ’58GEd
Joan A. Gitschier
Anita S. Gilligan
Patricia M. Gilmartin ’56NDC
Gary J. Glueckert ’74CBA
Aldona M. Gobuzas ’50NDC
Paul A. (’60CBA, ’63L) and Loretta Golinski
Stephen (’82SVC) and Karen M. Gold
Kenneth F. (’62CBA, ’94HON) and Kerry Gorman
Edwin T. Gourley ’71L
Alexander W. Gotta, M.D. ’56C and Colleen Gotta
Rev. Walter F. Graham, C.M. ’64GEd
Loretta Greaney Miller ’68Ed
Claude V. Greco, Ph.D.
G. Joseph (’49P) and Mary Gregory
Elizabeth Griffin ’56UC
Shirley A. Griggs, Ed.D. ’08HON
† Denotes Deceased Member
Gloria A. Kelley ’52UC, ’59MLS
Edward M. Kelly ’74L
and Kathleen M. Kelly, M.D., FACS
George A. Kelly ’66C Genevieve Kelly
James P. (’51C, ’99HON) and Rosaleen Kelly
Judith B. Kelly ’76C
Robert D. Kelly ’61CBA
James L. (’56L) and Alice M. Kenefick
John P. Keyser
Edward J. Kineke ’66CBA
Mary T. Kinsky ’48UC
Paul J. Kissingler ’55C, ’68G
Raymond L. Klobalski ’58GEd
John-Emery Koncserni, Ph.D. ’67C, ’68G
and Gail DiLeonardo Koncserni ’72MT
Boris Kostelanetz ’36L, ’81HON
Harvey and Susan Krauss
James A. (’68P, ’77MBA) and Eva Krueger
Hyman Krugman ’33L
Frank L. Kunkel, Ph.D. ’93HON
Eugene J. Kupchik, Ph.D.
Hon. Edwin L. Kurzias ’34L
Kathleen M. La Vache ’74Ed
James W. LaCirignola ’64C
Vincent J. Lambroza ’77CBA, ’82MBA
Jean F. Lamondo ’54UC, ’59GEd
Joseph C. Lang ’63C, ’71G
John P. Langan
Donald W. LaPalme ’59C, ’61G, ’68Ph.D.
Paul A. Lasher ’61GEd
Richard F. Laskowski ’66Ed, ’70GEd, ’81Ed.D.
Maurice V. (’58CBA) and Deanna Lattari
William F. Lavelle ’44UC
Jeremiah J. Lawlor ’55P
Richard P. Lawlor ’60L
and Mary Ann Lawlor, Esq. ’61UC, ’80HON
Gerard J. Lawrence, M.D. ’56C, ’88HON
and Fleurina Lawrence
Joseph J. Lawton, Jr. ’53L
Dr. Theodore R. and Barbara Ellen Lerner
Beatrice Levine
A. Andrea Licari-LaGrassa, D.P.S. ’72CBA, ’73MBA
and Edward T. LaGrassa
Leonard and Linda Lispon
William A. ’(63CBA, ’68MBA)
and Constance Lockwood
Charles Lomanto, M.D. ’56P
Frank A. (’86L) and Wendy Lomuscio
Charles E. (’65CBA, ’97HON) and Peggy Long
Dr. Frank J. (’50C) and Jane Loprest
Pedro Ming Lou
Joseph A. Lucas
George J. (’49UC) and Carol Lombard Lutz ’50UC
Rev. Anthony Maceli ’43C
William A. Madison ’40C, ’49L
Dr. John J. Maggio ’64C and Joann T. Palumbo
Hon. Roy S. Mahon ’74C
Janet D. Makis ’51UC
Florence C. Maloney ’78Ed.D.
Ralph J. (’41UC) and Thekla Manganelli
George N. (’58UC) and Dolores Mangiaracina
John L. Marchi ’13TCB
Stephen M. Maresca ’72CBA
Samuel F. Marinelli ’54P
Anthony J. Marsloe ’78L
Carl C. (’57P, ’60GP) and Rosalind Martorana
Igor A. Maslov ’20CPs, ’21MBA
Barbara F. Matarese ’54C
Joseph M. Mattone, Sr. ’53C, ’55L, ’94HON
and Mary Ann Mattone
James T. (’66C) and Nancy M. Mayerhofer ’67Ed
Mary I. Mazeau ’55MLS
John J. McCarrick ’64CBA, ’71GEd
Philip F. McCarron ’49C, ’51L
Eugene McCarthy ’66C
James F. McCarthy ’63C
Mary Louise McCarthy
Matthew P. McCarthy ’58C, ’61GEd
Joseph P. (’52L) and Rita McCartney
John J. (’54CBA) and Jacqueline H. McCauley ’64CBA
John P. (’62L) and Christina McConville
James McCrattach ’68CBA, ’71G, ’83Ph.D., ’87L
Donald T. McDonald ’73C, ’78MBA
Maureen McElligott ’62ND
Eugene A. (’65Ph.D.) and Lucille M. McGinnis
Anne E. McGowan
Dennis P. McGuire ’71CBA
Dr. Patrick Pearse McGuire ’84C
Robert J. (’61L, ’80HON) and Joan W. McGuire
Ann F. McHugh, Ph.D. ’50UC
William McKeever ’33C
Andre McKenzie, Ed.D.
James P. McMahon ’50UC, ’52L
Emmett F. McNamara ’37L
Barbara A. McVeety ’72C
Barbara Mears ’61G
James B. (’53UC, ’83HON) and Mary T. Meehan
Elizabeth Hassan Meismeyer ’57CBA
Frederick Meismeyer
Diane M. Memoli ’76C, ’79L
Richard Mikulinas ’65CBA, ’67MBA
Edward J. (’52C) and Judy Millin
Kyle Mills ’86C
Marie E. Miskowitz
Margery S. Mitchell ’72G
Albert and Lena Moccia
Mary Molloy ’69CBA
Paul D. Molnar, Ph.D. ’74G
Ralph A. Monaco ’71UC, ’73MBA
Anna Maria Montiurri ’68Ed, ’70GEd, ’82PD
Harry Morgenstern, Esq. and Sydell Morgenstern
Virginia E. Morrissey
Elaine and Nathan Mostow
Eleanor M. Muhlmeyer ’43UC
Patricia E. Mule ’88CBA and Brian Hogan
Anne Mulgrew Scott ’54UC
Joseph and Grace Muller ’40C
Dr. Elizabeth A. Mulvihill ’62Ed
Andrew F. (’62CBA)
and Ellen Mary Murphy ’62GEd, ’70PD
Elizabeth T. Murphy
Eugene F. Murphy Trust ’44C
Edward V. Murtaugh ’63L
Thomas Murtaugh ’66C, ’71GEd
Dr. John V. Natoli ’74PD
Paul F. (’69MBA) and Cheryl L. Naughton
Richard C. (’59C, ’18HON) and Mary Ellen Nerod
Richard (’76ND, ’86HON) and Lois T. Nicotra ’77ND, ’83GEd
Richard Nolan ’64C
Dennis A. O'Connor ’75SVC
Francis H. O'Dowd
Eileen M. O'Keefe (’72Ed) and John Fitzgerald
John P. (’83SVC) and Nora A. O'Keefe ’85SVC
Frank J. Ollari ’67CBA
Nina Pannuzzo Oliva ’56P and the Oliva Family
Martin T. O'Shea ’78L
Josephine M. Pacini ’08HON
Frank J. (’59UC, ’62L) and Adeline Pannuzzo
Evelyn J. Paola ’57Ed, ’59GEd
Rev. Joseph Doria Pasciuto ’68UC, ’81MBA
Sheila R. Paticoff ’81L
Daniel H. Payne ’71L
John J. (’56CBA) and Thea A. Graves Pellman ’57CBA
John M. Pepe ’60CBA
Fioravante G. Perrotta ’52C, ’55L, ’02HON
Joseph A. (’38CBA) and Bernice Pesenti
Marie Prather Peterson ’50NEd
Leo W. Pierce, Sr. ’39C, ’99HON
George and Josephine Pietramala
Chuck Piluso ’76SVC, ’78G, ’86MBA
and Joanne G. Ponzaretta ’77C, ’85MBA
Lawrence and Heather G. Pistell
Joseph W. Plunkett, Jr. ’78C
Theresa E. Polancic
Theresa Politzi
Arthur Porembo ’77GP
Richard J. Power ’52CBA, ’60L
Edward D. (’54C, ’04HON) and Doris Powers
Joan Marie Pozzi ’73C, ’82MBA
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Vincent S. (’74MBA) and Marilyn Price
Eugene M. Quevedo ’66CBA
Kyle Quenneville ’94G
Kathleen Rabitto ’67Ed, ’70GEd
Florence V. Rainone ’50P†
Hon. Richard G. (’58CBA, ’63L) and Virginia Ramsay†
John Rasulo ’88 MBA
Joseph J. Reed ’47C†
Joan M. Reichert ’68C, ’72MLS
Donald F. (’56CBA, ’62L, ’87HON) and Helen Reid†
Desmond J. Reilly, M.D. ’59C
Frank J. Rienzo ’53C, ’58L
Bernard (’88HON)† and Lorraine Rittenberg ’92HON†
John F. (’56CBA) and Janet W. Robinson
Alyce Maloney Rochford ’48L
Rev. Msgr. William J. Rodgers ’67G, ’78Ph.D.
Sandra Rogers ’69GEd, ’75PD
Robert Charles (’74CBA) and Susan Romagnoli
Edward A. (’63CBA, ’08HON) and Murphy W. Romano
Rev. Aidan R. Rooney, C.M. ’78NDC
Barney Rosenstein ’30L†
Jerold Ross, Ph.D., Dean Emeritus
Henry W. (’62CBA) and Arleen Rossi
Margaret A. Rossi ’65Ed, ’90Ph.D.
Howard J. Rubenstein ’59L, ’90HON†
Eugenia M. Rudmann ’64G†
Dr. John S. (’52P)† and Marguerite Ruggiero†
Marianne Russell, Ph.D. ’55UC†
Christine Roth Rutherford ’67UC† and Andrew Rutherford†
Rosemary T. Tarangio†
Michael Ryan ’66CBA
Patrick J. Ryan ’48CBA†
Robert K. (’76MBA) and Patricia Ryan
Thomas J. Ryan ’53CBA
William E. Ryan ’47C†
Hallie G. Samantha, Ph.D.
Frederick S. (’40C, ’47G)† and Helen Sanders†
Geraldine D. Santangelo ’48L†
Rose V. Sapelli ’57UC, ’84L
Micheline Sayour ’82MBA
Suzanne O’Neill Scanlan ’40CBA, ’42L†
Daniel Scanlon ’83C, ’87L
Vincent S. (’74MBA)† and Jacqueline S. Scertbinski ’89 MBA
Nancy Schacher ’46UC, ’47L
Mary Carole Schafenberg ’70Ed, ’80PD
Joseph M. Schafenberg ’69C
John F. Scheich ’63C, ’66L†
Gertrude C. Schelling†
Stephen M. Schlegel ’70Ed
Dorothy I. Schlotterer†
Charles W. Schuld ’38CBA†
Joseph Sciamme ’71Ed
Charles T. Scott ’54UC
Harold J. ’(51C)† and Margaret Scott
Rudolph J. Scriminti, M.D. ’58, GME ’62† and Annerose Scriminti
Edward T. Seckel ’53CBA†
Leonardo (’03HON)† and Sunny Sesso
Glen H. Shane ’63CBA
Sidney Shanker†
Brian T. (’83CBA, ’16HON) and Patricia M. Shea ’83C
Dr. James M. (’65Ed) and Maryanne Sherin
Pamela M. Sherry ’67Ed
John Shields†
Ben Paul Siino ’58L†
Graham C. Slodden†
Stephen J. (’42UC, ’43L)† and Eleanor J. Smirti ’42UC, ’43L†
Diane Smith ’90SVC
Helen J. (’57NEd) and John Smith
Marie Elizabeth Cimino Smith ’40Ed†
Gerard A. Sodano ’49CBA† and Valerie L. Sodano, Ph.D. ’49CBA†
James (’69C, ’71G) and Susan Spero
Michael Steck ’77CBA
Martin A. (’65C, ’96HON) and Marlene W. Stein
Frank A. Stevens ’58MLS
Eileen Stolzenthaler ’54NDC†
Rita F. Straub ’49UC, ’52G†
Charles J. (’79CBA, ’89 MBA)† and Patricia G. Sullivan ’79SVC, ’89G, ’96MLS†
Jeremiah J. (’39C, ’42L)† and Eileen Sullivan
John J. Sweeney, Jr. ’66L†
Joseph C. Szymanski ’53UC†
Donald L. (’53C, ’89HON)† and Eleanor B. Taffner ’94HON†
William H. Tallman, Jr. ’50C† and Alice Tallman†
Marie A. Tarantino ’70Ed
John J. (’42C, ’74HON)† and Lorraine Taylor†
William T. Taylor ’52CBA†
Carol F. Teichman ’74SVC
Arlene M. (’70Ed) and John Teplansky
Alois J. Theis ’33C, ’82HON†
Kathleen M. Quinn Thomas ’65NEd† and Ronald Thomas†
Sister Patricia Ann Thomas†
Ann Thompson†
Hon. James F. (’39C, ’41L)† and Gwen Tierney†
Lucille E. Tillitz†
John J. Tobias ’63C, ’66G†
Carl S. Tobin†
Peter J. (’65CBA, ’96HON) and Mary P. Tobin ’00HON†
Jerome P. Trehy ’55C†
Teresa A. Trimarco, Ph.D., Ped.D. ’00HON
Anne M. Turis ’67UC, ’70G†
John P. (’59UC) and Florence Tutunjian
Richard Valliere
Margaret E. Vanhorn
Bernardette Vaskas ’57UC
Lucille C. Verdu†
Elaine Verna ’54CBA
Marilyn A. Verna ’66Ed, ’96Ed.D.
Joan C. Vivian
Robert G. Volpe ’60CBA†
Joseph G. (’48CBA)† and Florence Von Hatten†
Dahila G. Votta ’46UC
Frank V. (’43C)† and Christine Votto
James M. Wade ’50CBA
George A. Wahl ’61CBA
Andrew J. Wallace ’54C
Catherine M. Walsh ’57UC†
Charles R. (’66MBA, ’85HON)† and Marianne Walsh ’90GEd
John J. (’52C, ’55L) and Marilyn A. Walsh
Loretta Carey Walsh ’57Ed† and Edward J. Walsh, Jr.
Michael B.† and Margaret M. Walsh
Judith M. Walter, Ph.D. ’64NDC†
Sallie Wang
Janet Weidner ’61CBA
Robert Weidner
William Weinberger†
Albert Wetherell ’79Ph.D.†
Samuel C. Wexler ’41L†
Joseph J. Whalen ’51CBA, ’55L
Dr. Erika E. Wick†
Kenneth M. and Rosemarie Williams
Patricia Woltman ’49UC†
Donald J. Wrobel ’60CBA†
Charles J. Wroblewski ’63C, ’66L
Joseph H. Yamaoka ’71L†
Stanley H. Young, Jr. ’53CBA†
JAY A. ZIMMERMAN, PH.D.
Prof. Robert M. Zinman

Please note, this list does not include donors who wish to remain anonymous

† Denotes Deceased Member


When James Spero ’69C, ’71G first arrived on the campus of St. John’s University in 1965, it was as a student in what was then known as the Junior College. Little did he know that more than a half century later, he would reconnect to the University that gave him his initial entry into the world of higher education.

“I’ve always been grateful to St. John’s for offering me that exceptional opportunity to begin my college career,” he remarked. “I earned my two-year Associate’s degree, then went on to the four-year program, after which I continued on to my Master’s degree. I still talk about that, because it was a great opportunity for me, and for so many others like me.”

There were many aspects of St. John’s that appealed to this intelligent and energetic young man right from the start. He was captivated by what he learned in the classroom, but it was the people at the University who really made a difference in his life.

“Everyone at St. John’s, whether student, staff member or professor, was very genuine. They were also sincerely religious, and worked hard to instill a moral compass into the students. I thought that was important back then, and I still think so today. It’s one of the things that makes St. John’s so unique.”

After graduation Spero spent nearly three decades in county government in Suffolk County on Long Island. He worked in the Office of the County Executive, then initiated the county’s Child Support Enforcement Bureau and moved on to the Office of Budget Review for the county legislature, ultimately becoming its director.

A number of years ago Spero decided that it was time for him to focus on his estate plans. It wasn’t something that he took lightly, he finally made some decisions that he felt best represented his affiliations and interests, for today and for the future. Touring campus for the first time after graduating 50 years ago, he was amazed at how the University had changed. What was an entirely commuter school when he was a student was now a world class university, with more than 3,000 students from more than 100 countries living on campus. That dynamism was something that this loyal alumnus wanted to be a part of.

“I wanted to do something positive with my assets, and decided that I wanted to give back to St. John’s. My wife and I set up an endowment in which half of the assets will go to needy students and the other half will go to support capital projects. It was a way for me to help kids and help the University as well.”

By making a difference for those in need, Spero is the embodiment of the Vincentian mission and values. He believes that St. John’s fills an important need by providing educational opportunities for working class students. It’s a philosophy that he embraces and strongly wants to be a part of.

“The University’s mission is as strong today as it was on its first day in 1870,” he noted. “I came back to St. John’s after 50 years, and immediately felt right at home. I’m both happy and grateful for the chance to be a part of something so special.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Gift</th>
<th>How to Make Gift</th>
<th>Benefit to You</th>
<th>Benefit to St. John’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bequests</td>
<td>• Name us in your will or living trust</td>
<td>• Donation exempt from federal estate tax</td>
<td>• Bequest will be held in perpetuity or can be put to immediate use and invested to fund the University’s needs as designated by the donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outright Gifts</td>
<td>• Simply make one of the following donations:</td>
<td>• Income tax deduction</td>
<td>• Perpetual income or immediate impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Cash</td>
<td>• No capital gains tax on appreciated gifts</td>
<td>• Interest impact used by the University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Stocks/securities</td>
<td>• Removes property from estate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Real estate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charitable Gift</td>
<td>• Establish a charitable gift annuity contract with us that</td>
<td>• Current and future savings on income taxes</td>
<td>• Upon the death of the donor or last surviving annuitant, the remaining assets provide income for the University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annuities</td>
<td>pays a set amount for life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charitable Lead</td>
<td>• Create a charitable trust that pays fixed or variable</td>
<td>• Reduces your taxable estate</td>
<td>• Income for duration of trusts helps the University meet educational and social needs that exceed its current capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trusts</td>
<td>income to us for a specific term of years; principal is</td>
<td>• Property kept by your family, often with reduced gift taxes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retained for heirs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charitable Remainder</td>
<td>• Create a trust that pays income annually; principal is</td>
<td>• Variable or fixed income for life</td>
<td>• The University receives substantial future gifts to support the University’s growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trusts</td>
<td>retained for charitable organization</td>
<td>• Immediate income tax charitable deduction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement Plan/IRA</td>
<td>• Name us as the beneficiary of the remainder of the assets</td>
<td>• Allows you to make the gift from the most highly taxed assets, leaving better assets for family</td>
<td>• Significant gift upon death of donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>after your lifetime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance Policy</td>
<td>• Make a large gift with little cost to yourself</td>
<td>• Current income tax deduction</td>
<td>• The University receives full face value of policy upon death of donor, or may receive current surrender value prior to donor’s death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Possible future deductions through gifts to pay policy premium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The McCallen Society serves to thank those who establish their legacy today and fulfill the University’s mission for the leaders of tomorrow.

STAFF
Susan M. Damiani ’87CBA
Director of Gift Planning

Shu Zhen Bernardin ’07CPS, ’10G
Associate Director of Gift Planning

Nicole Ziegler ’20TCB, ’21MBA

Vasyl Zhupnyk ’21TCB
Graduate Assistant

Dylan Loru ’21CCPS
Graduate Assistant

Jason P. Wright, St. John’s College, Class of 2023
Student Associate

Fatima T. Bhuyan, College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences, Class of 2025
Student Associate

Steven Verdile ’18C
Designer